
ESSAY IMPORTANCE FESTIVALS CELEBRATION OUR LIFE

That's why I think festivals are important in our life. And when we all are together, celebrating festivals with each other
no matter about the.

Hindu, Muslims, Sikhs and Christians live in harmony and celebrate their festivals with great pomp and show.
Taking care of the poor: One of the most important charity activities during the festival is feeding the poor and
giving them alms. And positive behaviors towards everyone no matter about cast, religion, colors and
occupation and sense of respect for everyone it spreads brotherhood, love, and faith in the society. There are
many types of cultural festivals such as National, Religious and Seasonal. So people usually celebrate only
around 8 or 10 festivals annually. This is why the festivals have a major impact on the sales of vehicles and
electronic items also increase during the festive period. The festival forms an auspicious day for everyone and
also for other celebrations that are prevalent in every society and religious communities. Contact Us
Importance of festivals in life? But in the last or years, poverty has come to our country, and we have not been
able to celebrate every day. Tags: importance of cultural festival, essay on different festivals in our life, essay
on importance of festival in english, festival and human life essay, importance of festivals. It is during a
festival that the shopkeepers have a gala time and they wait especially for these occasions to make a sound
profit. Tell us how we can improve this post? Sadhguru looks at the significance and science behind the
celebration of each individual festival. We need to identify that. This is why the festival is the only event when
they can go out and have a good time at the malls. Day after tomorrow was weeding, that was a celebration.
Please share on social media! God has taught people to love and not indulge in blind hatred, therefore it is
vital for them to assimilate the teachings and implement them in real life during the festival. Unity is the most
powerful weapon to fight with any obstacle in life. Then you eat a lot and go for a movie or watch television at
home. A festival teaches us to take care of the poor: At festival times a very important charity activities is
feeding the poor and giving them alms. This entry was posted in Uncategorized on. These festivals are
important because they are related to food supply. Government and private employees get special bonus and
holidays to celebrate festivals with family. National holidays are sanctioned by the government to mark the
occasion in style. Tomorrow was planting day, another kind of celebration. Eating out: In the modern age,
families rarely have free time left on their hands, therefore festival is the only event when they can go out and
have a good time at the malls. Leave a reply Festivals are an expressive way to celebrate glorious heritage,
culture and traditions. It is a celebration of sorts for them irrespective of their religious or ethnic affinity. But
all good people and bad people are children of God. We are not even able to celebrate those now because we
have to go to the office or do something else daily. Festivals Spread Brotherhood and faith Festivals spread
brotherhood and faith in between all the humans. And we do this more on special days and these days are
festivals. The Hindus worship many deities. All religion has their own method and festivals. When we are
together as a family, friends, and society it creates a sense of unity. It also provides us with a chance to know
better about our culture and each other. A festival meant we got up at four in the morning, and very actively,
lots of things happened all over the house. The rest will bypass them because with anything that they think is
not serious, they are unable to show involvement and dedication towards that. Even this world is impossible
without humans and other natural parts. Connection with God creates a positive attitude in their behavior
towards other people. On these occasions we express our gratitude to God, for the special thing or event that
originated on this particular festival. Festivals are a chance to whole people of the country and world to work
and connect for a cause. In short, the occasion increases the feeling of brotherhood among the neighbors as
they meet and have a good time.


